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Abstract

Bluetooth has provided many features that enable wireless ad-hoc networks, but it has also introduced many problems. The root cause of these problems lies in its communication mechanisms. We argue in this paper that the models that have been used to study distributed algorithms on Bluetooth networks do not adequately model these networks in most cases, and were often oversimplified. This is mainly due to how the many restrictions that the Bluetooth specifications impose on such networks are taken into account, and the lack of “shared knowledge” of these restrictions among the researchers of this field. We give some examples to back our argument. We give also some suggestions and proposals to overcome these issues.

1. Introduction

Bluetooth is one of the many radio technologies that were proposed to enable wireless ad hoc networks. The technology is promising in many ways. First, it uses a communication mechanism that is resistant to noise and robust against interference. Second, Bluetooth devices are efficient with respect to power consumption. Third, the cost of Bluetooth devices is relatively low. Fourth, and more importantly, Bluetooth offers ad hoc networking capabilities. These points, among others, make the Bluetooth technology very promising for real ad hoc networks.

But while the Bluetooth technology has many benefits and solved many problems in wireless ad hoc networks, it has also raised many other problems. In our opinion, these problems are mainly caused by two factors. The first is the Frequency Hopping Spread Spectrum (FHSS) communication mechanism that is used by Bluetooth, which allows a pair of neighboring nodes to communicate with each other without imposing a significant interference on other their neighbors. The second factor lies in the introduction of the INQUIRY, INQUIRY SCAN, PAGE and PAGE SCAN states, which are used by Bluetooth devices for the device discovery and link establishment procedures. These two factors make Bluetooth networks models different from traditional radio networks. The FHSS technique and the introduction of the Bluetooth states introduce new restrictions that should be taken into account when designing distributed algorithms for Bluetooth networks. If these restrictions are not addressed properly when designing distributed algorithms, then a significant penalty may occur, especially in term of their execution time.

In this paper, we provide some of the results we obtained while investigating Bluetooth Scatternet Formation (BSF) algorithms. The BSF problem can be briefly defined as the problem of forming wireless networks of Bluetooth devices in an efficient manner. It is the most studied network problem (if not the sole) in the Bluetooth literature that is solved by a distributed algorithm. A relatively large number of algorithms were proposed to solve this problem. We studied these algorithms and we focused on how they dealt with the problems introduced by the FHSS technique and the Bluetooth states (or simply, the problems introduced by the device discovery and link establishment procedures of the Bluetooth specifications.) During our investigation, we observed three main points, which are:

1. The theoretical models used to study BSF algorithms do not adequately model Bluetooth networks in most cases, and were often oversimplified.
2. The existence of many features in the Bluetooth specifications that have a large impact on BSF algorithms, and thus should not be ignored.
3. The absence of a common model/framework for the problems introduced by the specification of the device discovery and link establishment procedures that would be shared by the researchers of the field.

We elaborate on each of these points in more details later. We consider that these three points represent a weakness that affect negatively the progress of research in BSF algorithms, and the distributed
algorithms of Bluetooth networks in general. Solutions should be provided to overcome this weakness. Because of the distinctive principle of work behind Bluetooth and because of the problems introduced by the device discovery and link establishment procedures, we believe that the establishment of a “general computational model” is one of the essential solutions. This model should define clearly what can be done (and at what cost) and what cannot be done by a distributed algorithm in a Bluetooth network. Also, this model would be used as a basis to design distributed algorithms over Bluetooth networks, to analyze them and to compare them.

Section 2 of this paper talks about the features that we believe make Bluetooth algorithmically different from other traditional distributed systems. Section 3 describes briefly the BSF problem. Section 4 and 5 give examples that show that the problems introduced by the device discovery and link establishment procedures were not always properly addressed in BSF algorithms. Section 6 and 7 talk about some observations (or weaknesses) we noted during our study. Section 8 concludes and gives some suggestions and proposals.

2. What distinguishes Bluetooth?

Bluetooth uses the Frequency Hopping Spread Spectrum (FHSS) technique as its communication mechanism. This technique divides the frequency medium into a number of non-overlapping frequency’s ranges (or hops.) A transmitter and a receiver use a pseudo-random sequence of frequency hops, which is known to both, in order to exchange messages through these hops, using one at each time slot. With the FHSS technique, two neighboring devices can communicate with each other using separate channels without considerably disturbing their neighbors, and thus there is no shared medium as in broadcast radio networks such as the IEEE 802.11 and Ethernet-like networks. One problem in the FHSS technique lies in the necessity of setting up an agreement among the communicators on the utilized pseudo-random sequence of hops.

Some complexities on the procedures of device discovery and link establishment are introduced by the FHSS technique. If a Bluetooth device wants to discover a neighbor, it goes to the INQUIRY state and keeps alternating rapidly within a range of frequencies announcing its existence by broadcasting small-sized special packets called ID packets. Despite that name, ID packets do not contain the identity of the sender. On the other side, a device that wants to be discovered goes into the INQUIRY SCAN state and alternates at a slower rate within the same range of frequencies scanning for neighboring inquirers. If an inquirer and a scanner meet on the same frequency, both exchange some packets that are sufficient for them to establish a link. After that, if the two devices want to establish a link, then one of them goes into the PAGE state and the other must go to the PAGE SCAN state. The devices, then, exchange some messages until a link is established between them.

We see that the FHSS technique and the Bluetooth states just mentioned above (i.e. the INQUIRY, INQUIRY SCAN, PAGE and PAGE SCAN states) impose restrictions on the Bluetooth networks’ distributed algorithms. If these restrictions are not addressed properly by these algorithms, then a significant penalty in terms of execution time may occur. We give next some examples that show that BSF algorithms did not always address properly these restrictions. But before that, we discuss briefly the BSF problem.

3. The Bluetooth Scatternet formation problem

According to the specifications of Bluetooth, if two devices want to communicate, then both must belong to the same piconet or scatternet. A piconet is a star network with one master and up to seven slaves. Piconets may have up to 255 slaves, however, at most seven of them can be active at one time; all the others would be parked (i.e. not active.) A scatternet is multiple interconnected piconets. To interconnect piconets, we use bridge nodes which are nodes that belong to two or more different piconets. A node can be a master to only one piconet, but it can be a slave in an unlimited number of piconets.

The BSF problem is the problem of assigning a role to each node in the network (i.e. master or slave, bridge or non-bridge) in a way that generates scatternets that match some performance criteria. For instance, the scatternet should contain all the network’s nodes (i.e. be connected.) The scatternet, also, should avoid having piconets with more than 7 slaves (i.e. be degree constrained.) Moreover, it is desirable that the communication load is divided fairly on the nodes of the scatternet. These criteria, and many others, make the BSF a challenging and unique problem.

For any scatternet to exist, its nodes must first discover each other. Only basic recommendations in the Bluetooth specifications were given to solve this problem. Briefly, if two nodes want to discover each other, one must go to the INQUIRY state while the other goes to the INQUIRY SCAN state. In reality, BSF algorithms use more complicated device
discovery techniques and mechanisms. A detailed survey on these techniques can be found in [11]. We categorized these techniques into static and dynamic techniques. We also categorized the BSF algorithms into static and dynamic techniques, depending on the device discovery technique they use.

In static BSF algorithms, the nodes execute in an external phase a device discovery technique that allows each of them to know the identities of a subset of its neighbors. BlueMIS [1] and BlueStars [2] are examples of static BSF algorithms. A widely used static discovery technique was introduced by Salonidis et al. in [3]. The idea of this technique is to make all the nodes initially alternate randomly between the INQUIRY and INQUIRY SCAN states. If two nodes discover each other, a piconet is constructed to exchange some data and it is destroyed after that. For simplicity, we called this technique ALTERNATE. In dynamic BSF algorithms, the nodes implicitly discover their neighbors while executing the formation algorithm, making it possible for the nodes to join the scatternet on-the-fly. Examples of dynamic BSF algorithms are TSF [4] and SHAPER [5].

4. Communication models of Bluetooth networks

Different computational models were used to study BSF algorithms. In this section, we briefly describe these models. We give examples that show that there are some restrictions imposed by the Bluetooth specifications that were not always properly addressed in BSF algorithms. This shows that the models used to study BSF algorithms did not adequately model Bluetooth networks in most cases.

Modeling static BSF algorithms

In static BSF algorithms, the network is initially represented with a vicinity graph. The vertices are the nodes and a link is set between two nodes if they are in the radio range of each other. The vicinity graph is usually assumed to be a Unit Disk Graph (UDG) and it is always assumed that all nodes have the same radio range. The nodes execute a static discovery technique, which generates another graph. In the generated graph, a link is set between two nodes iff they discovered each other. It is not necessarily that each node discovers all its neighbors – even in error-free environments. Thus, the generated graph can be assumed to be a UDG, a subgraph of a UDG (such as the case of ALTERNATE,) or a degree-bounded subgraph of a UDG (see [6].)

One of the problems in static BSF algorithms is that they assume sometimes that there are discovery techniques that can generate a UDG in a reasonable time. The correctness of the solutions of some of these algorithms depends mainly on this assumption. However, we found after a detailed survey and experiments that such a technique does not yet exist in the literature. It seems that the only way for generating UDG’s, by a static discovery technique, would be by using a radio technology other than Bluetooth.

After executing the discovery technique, static BSF algorithms model the network as a traditional wired network (in most cases.) This is because there is no shared communication medium in these networks, as it is the case with other broadcast radio networks. Communication between neighboring devices is done using PAGE messages. In other words, each time two nodes need to communicate with each other, they establish a temporary piconet, exchange some messages, and destroy the piconet then. No INQUIRY messages are needed because the two communicating nodes know already the identities of each other because of the external discovery phase. The transmission time of PAGE messages is usually assumed to be negligible (in the order of milliseconds.) However, this happens only under the condition that one of the nodes is in the PAGE state while the other is in the PAGE SCAN state at the same time. Few researchers considered this condition when designing their BSF algorithms (see for example [2] and [7].) In many other algorithms, this condition was not given the necessary attention, making randomization the only method to implement the transmission of a PAGE message. A node resides in the PAGE SCAN state most of the time. If the node wants to send a message then it randomly alternates between the PAGE and PAGE SCAN state so that it does not miss any message sent to it from its neighbors.

This randomization approach may have negative effect on the execution time of a BSF algorithm. In an unpublished work, we implemented BlueMIS [1] with three different implementations. One of them followed the randomized approach; the other two were similar to the approach followed by BlueStars [2] and BlueMesh [7]. It was found that the randomized implementation work very poorly (in term of execution time) compared to the other implementations. It was found also that BlueMIS, using this implementation, does not terminate sometimes. Furthermore, in [8], Bluenet [9], which is a static BSF algorithm that use this randomized approach, was found to have a relatively poor performance when compared with other BSF algorithms that do not follow the same approach of implementation, mainly because of this randomized approach.
Modeling dynamic BSF algorithms

Dynamic BSF algorithms construct components of nodes and keep continuously merging them until there are no more nodes to add to the scatternet. A component can be an isolated node, a piconet or a scatternet. Nodes in a component schedule their time between intra-scatternet communication and discovering new neighbors. The way how a component discover its neighbors differ from one BSF algorithm to another. In [10] and [11], we gave a more detailed discussion about these methods, which we called dynamic device discovery techniques. Most dynamic BSF algorithms assume that the sole difference between the model they use and the traditional wired network model is the need to employ a dynamic discovery technique.

We believe that there is a problem that most (if not all) dynamic BSF algorithms did not focus on. A dynamic BSF algorithm deals with three types of messages; each has a different cost. These types are:

1. **Inquiry messages**: these are messages between two nodes that never discovered each other before. They are the most expensive and their cost depends on the discovery technique employed.
2. **Page messages**: these are messages between two nodes that already know the identities of each other. This is the same type of messages we find in static BSF algorithms.
3. **Intra-scatternet messages**: These are messages exchanged between nodes belonging to the same component. Their cost depends on the device discovery technique used and on the inter-piconet scheduling algorithms.\(^1\) For instance, assume that two nodes (\(x\) and \(y\)) need to exchange messages. There is only one path between them. Because a node in the INQUIRY or PAGE state cannot do any communication task, if one of the nodes in this path was inquiring for or paging some of its neighbours, then the communication between \(x\) and \(y\) will be blocked until all the nodes of the path are free to forward the messages of \(x\) or \(y\). To avoid this issue, the scatternet’s nodes must run an efficient inter-piconet scheduling algorithm. It should be noted that the scheduling and formation algorithms were studied separately most of the times.

We note that in both dynamic and static BSF algorithms communication models, there are many types of messages each with a different cost. The cost of such messages depends on the mechanisms that the BSF algorithm uses. Considering this fact, BSF algorithm designers need to avoid mechanisms that may cause costly messages. This can help also in the analysis and comparisons of the different BSF algorithms, as it is possible sometimes to compute the number of messages of each type. The existence of different type of messages (with different costs) can complicate more the analysis of BSF algorithms.

5. Bluetooth vs. IEEE 802.11 networks

In this section, we want to show that distributed algorithms running over Bluetooth networks perform very poorly in term of their execution time when compared with distributed algorithms running over IEEE 802.11 networks, which are the most used in the literature of wireless ad hoc networks. This is caused mainly because of the improper addressing of the new restrictions imposed by the device discovery and link establishment procedures of Bluetooth.

For the comparison to be reasonable, we need to study two algorithms, each having the same principle of work but each work on a different type of networks. We compare the results of two independent studies. The first study [12] examined an on-demand BSF algorithm, while the second [13] examined the performance of two reactive routing algorithms for wireless ad hoc networks; AODV and DSR (running over IEEE 802.11 networks.) In all these algorithms, the nodes communicate with their neighbors, mainly, by means of messages broadcasting. Comparing the results of the two papers, it is found that broadcasting in IEEE 802.11 networks can be executed in about 28 times faster than in Bluetooth networks. The reason behind this phenomenon is that Bluetooth does not have a shared medium for communication as it is the case in IEEE 802.11 networks. However, it should be noted that Bluetooth performed much better compared to IEEE 802.11 in term of other performance metrics, such as power consumption for instance (see [12].)

This example shows how different are Bluetooth networks from traditional wireless ad-hoc networks. It also shows the criticality of the problems introduced by the device discovery and link establishment procedures of Bluetooth. We believe that more care should be given to these problems in order to improve the execution time of BSF algorithms. The understanding of these problems has proven to be useful for BSF algorithms. This can be seen clearly in static BSF algorithms, which have their performance greatly improved with time.
6. Minor changes, substantial impact

We showed in [10] how minor modifications on the specifications of Bluetooth ver1.1 can substantially improve the execution time of static BSF algorithms. In reality, these modifications were standardized in Bluetooth ver1.2 and are still available in all the later Bluetooth versions. However and more interestingly, we showed in the same paper that the same modifications do not have the same large impact on dynamic BSF algorithms.

In a work published in [11], we showed how a minor change in the implementation of the specifications can substantially degrade the performance of static BSF algorithms. To understand this change, we must get into some details of the INQUIRY procedures. In order for an inquirer node to discover its neighbors, it needs to broadcast small-sized packets. The inquirer alternate within a sequence of frequencies to broadcast its packets. This sequence is derived from the inquirer’s clock value. The inquirer uses only 32 frequency hops. These frequencies are divided into two sets; called Train A and Train B. The inquirer uses a different train each 2.56 seconds (by default.) We implemented the ALTERNATE technique, which was described in Section 1, in two different ways. Both implementations are legal according to the specifications. In the first implementation, which we called the restricted case, the inquirer starts with Train A each time it goes to the INQUIRY state. In the second implementation, which we called the non-restricted case, we kept the counter that controls the switching of the trains always running (i.e. the inquirer starts the INQUIRY with whatever train the counter points to.) We found that ALTERNATE does not discover more than 65% of the links of the networks on average (after 40 seconds of simulation) – even in error-free environments – if the restricted case implementation was used, compared to 90-99% in the non-restricted case. If the performance of the ALTERNATE was as it is in the restricted case, then most static BSF algorithms would not perform as expected. The discovery of at most 65% of the network’s links would also generate more disconnected networks, as our experiments have shown.

We want to show by these sets of experiments that there are many features in the Bluetooth specifications that have a large impact on Bluetooth networks’ distributed algorithms which cannot be considered always as “details”.

7. The lack of “shared knowledge”

We found during our work some discovery techniques that require modifications on the specifications of Bluetooth. However, some of these techniques have their equivalents in the literature that do the same task, with no negative side-effects, and require no modifications on the specifications. These techniques actually were used by some of the major BSF algorithms. The details of these techniques and their equivalents can be found in [11]. This example, most of the examples given above, and many others show that there is, to some extent, a lack of shared knowledge among the researchers of the field of the problems introduced by the device discovery and link establishment procedures. We believe that this has a negative impact on the advance of this research field. We believe that publicizing the problems of device discovery and link establishment is one of the solutions to overcome this issue.

We want to note herein also that many researchers examined thoroughly the device discovery procedures, from a point of view other than that of BSF algorithms. Some of them proposed solutions to weaknesses in the specifications. However and because of the use of non-uniform performance metrics, comparing the solutions of these researchers is a very hard task without actually implementing them and then comparing them, and therefore, their results and analysis could not be exploited perfectly.

8. Conclusion and remarks

In this paper, we presented some points we observed during our study of BSF algorithms (see Section 1.) In our opinion, these points are considered as weaknesses that affect negatively the progress of research in BSF algorithms, and the distributed algorithms of Bluetooth networks in general. These weaknesses show us that the problems that were introduced by the device discovery and link establishment procedures of Bluetooth were not properly addressed in most BSF algorithms. We presented few examples that back our argument. To overcome these weakness points, we believe that a “general computational model” should be established. This model should 1) define clearly the different restrictions imposed by the Bluetooth specifications on the distributed algorithms, and 2) it should make such restrictions as a “shared knowledge” among the researchers of the field, and whence it can be used as a starting point to design distributed algorithms in Bluetooth wireless networks – including BSF algorithms. Such a computational model, if available, would simplify the theoretical analysis and comparisons of
the different BSF algorithms existing in the literature, and to keep simulation experiments as a last step for comparisons. At this point, we want to make clear that simulation experiments were the only mean to compare BSF algorithms. However, comparing networks algorithms using simulation experiments is a question of debate in the research community of wireless ad hoc networks. A number of researchers believe that there are issues of credibility in the simulations of wireless ad hoc networks. Some of the researchers who have this opinion, such as [14] and others, suggested to give more care to the simulations and showed some of the pitfalls that the researchers fall in while conducting their experiments. These researchers usually come from the simulation and modeling research area. Other researchers had a different opinion for the solution of these credibility issues. For instance, Stojmenovic advocated in [15] the use of simple simulation models matching assumptions and metrics in the problem statement to provide a basic “proof of concept”. These simple models would be to study the performance of the algorithms and to compare them with truly competing solutions. This argument was based on the fact that “theoretical proofs of performance are difficult (often probably impossible) to derive” [15]. However, it was shown in [16] that even straightforward distributed algorithms, such as the flooding algorithm, may have “significant divergences” in its performance when it is executed under different simulators, even if these simulators were “popular”. It is worth-mentioning that there have been some attempts in the literature to avoid simulations as much as possible by providing “concise enough theoretical models of computations”, even if they were “harsh” models (see [17] and references therein.) In our opinion, simulation experiments should be the last step taken to compare the different network algorithms (including BSF algorithms.) However, although BSF algorithms seem to be very hard to be analyzed mathematically, such a general computational model can be used to compare these algorithms – at least informally.

All our work considered BSF algorithms, since the BSF problem is the most studied network problem (if not the sole) in the literature. However, we believe that other classical problems of theoretical distributed computing, such as election, broadcasting or tree formation, should also be studied with considering the restrictions imposed by Bluetooth networks. Note that some BSF algorithms use some ideas of such classical algorithms or use some of these classical algorithms as “building blocks”. Note also that some of these classical problems were studied under different distributed computational models, such as the asynchronous and synchronous wired networks, broadcast radio networks, self-stabilizing model and the mobile agents’ model, but it was never studied with the same intensity under the Bluetooth networks model.
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